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Food Chains 

 

An ecosystem is like a habitat where an organism lives, but it includes many habitats plus the nonliving systems 
that support them. In an ecosystem, each living thing depends on other living and nonliving things for survival. 

In a forest ecosystem, living things depend on one another. Many living things depend on trees for shelter and 
food. You can almost certainly find bugs on any tree. Woodpeckers can find them too! 

If you dig down into the soil or scrape away some tree bark, you will discover all sorts of other critters in the 
forest ecosystem, such as worms, beetles, and ants. 

You might not see all those insects and other little critters when you look around the forest, but they are there! 
You can find them under leaves, rocks, and fallen trees. Mostly, their world is underground and out of sight, 
unless you are willing to get dirty digging for them! 

What are all those bugs doing there? They are doing what all living things do: surviving. To survive, living things 
need food. The nutrients in food provide energy for the body. Without energy, the body stops. It’s that simple! 
What else are bugs and other living things doing besides eating? They are doing whatever it is they need to do 
in order to produce young. Plants make seeds. Mammals, such as squirrels and deer, give birth to live babies. 
Bugs and birds lay eggs. 

Spiders make egg sacs like the one in this image. When the sac opens, hundreds of tiny baby spiders will run 
out. Most of them will be eaten by other bugs. Those that survive will grow to be hunters like their parents. 

Living things also must develop ways to protect themselves from other things in the ecosystem. Squirrels build 
their nests high in trees, away from predators. Worms dig down into the soil. Snails and turtles have shells to 
protect them. 

Unfortunately for squirrels, worms, snails, and turtles, these defenses do not always work. The predators that 
hunt and eat other animals for a living have sharp teeth and claws for catching their prey. 

There are ecosystems in many places. Each ecosystem has its own food chain. Look at the image of the wolf, 
the deer, and the acorn. This is a very simple way to think of the food chain. Smaller animals are eaten by 
slightly larger animals. But this image only represents a small part of a real food chain. Most food chains also 
include plants. They also include bacteria and other tiny, microscopic organisms. 

Plants and smaller animals are usually near the bottom of the food chain. At the top of the food chain, you will 
find beasts like grizzly bears, lions, blue whales, or great white sharks. These animals are too big to be hunted by 
anything else. A lion or shark is called an apex predator because it is at the top of the food chain. 
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Instructional Routine For Teaching 
Critical, Unknown Vocabulary Words 

 
Procedures: Use for providing direct instruction of priority target words.  

 

Step 1 

Introduce the Word 

A. Write the word on board. 
B. Read word. Students repeat. 
C. Repeat for unfamiliar words. 

Example 

“This word is reluctant.” 
“What word?” 

 

 

Step 2 

Present a Student-Friendly Definition 

A. Tell students explanation, or, 
B. Have students read explanation 

with you. 

“Reluctant means you are not sure you want to do 
something.” 
“When you are not sure you want to do something, you 
are . . . “ 

 

 

Step 3 

Illustrate the Word with Examples 

 Concrete examples 
 Visual representations 
 Verbal examples 

“If your mother asked you to try a new food, you might be 
reluctant.” 
“You may be reluctant to watch a scary movie.” 

 

 

Step 4 

Check Students’ Understanding 

Option 1: Deep processing questions 
Option 2: Examples/Nonexamples 
Option 3: Students generate examples 
Option 4: Sentence starter 

“Why would a student be reluctant to go to a new school?” 
“Would you be reluctant to go to recess on a warm, sunny 
day?” 
“Tell your partner something you would be reluctant to do.” 
Start your sentence by saying, „A cat might be reluctant 
to . . . “ Then tell why.” 

 

 Adapted from Western Regional Reading First Technical Assistance Center  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Instructional Routine For Teaching 
Vocabulary Within Read Alouds 

 
Procedures: Use to enhance Read Alouds within and outside of Comprehensive Reading Program  

 
Step 1 

Provide background knowledge needed to 
enhance understanding of the story. 

Example: The Range Eternal by Louise Erdrich 

Background Needed: Turtle Mountains, North and South 
Dakota, history of the open range 

 

 

Step 2 

Carefully select and preteach 2–3 
unknown, critical vocabulary words that 
students are likely to encounter in the 
future as well as key concepts from the 
story. 

Critical Unknown Vocabulary/Key Concepts: 

 Range (double meaning) 
 Eternal 

 

 

Step 3 

Read story aloud while fast mapping other 
unknown, critical vocabulary by 
substituting a succinct, student-friendly 
synonym or brief phrase for the unknown 
word. 

Words for Fast Mapping: 

Grateful, prickled, loped, kindling, slough, gleaming 
 

 

Step 4 

Check for understanding. 
 Think, Pair, Share 
 Choral Responses 
 Signaling 

Check for understanding of key concepts of the story both 
during and after the read aloud. 

 

 Adapted from Western Regional Reading First Technical Assistance Center  
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Instructional Strategies for Fostering  

Word Consciousness 
   
 

1. Reward use of target words: cultivating “Word 
Wizards” 

Examples 

 Post target words and devise a process for tracking 
student use of them in speaking, writing, and bringing 
in examples from wide reading (e.g., post student 
names on target words, let student wear a word they 
have used or collect words used on a word ring or in a 
treasure box.) 

 

 
2. Play short word games as sponge activities 

 Hink-Pinks (e.g., happy father? glad dad) 
 In Front and Behind (e.g., climb over -   ?    -  fish 

covering , answer: scale) 

 

 
3. Teach figurative language like idioms, proverbs, 

and clichés 

Read books like 
 A Little Pigeon Toad or My Teacher Likes to Say. 
 Point out expressions like “red herring” and “the real 

McCoy” and discuss where they came from. 

 

 

4. Have students look for and “collect” interesting 
words 

 “Egghead. That‟s a funny word. What do you suppose 
it means”? 

 Hundred dollar words: Students propose words to 
study. Words that have important morphology or 
encountered frequently across content areas get 
posted on fake $100 bills and taught. 

 

 National Reading Technical Assistance Center  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

   
 

1. Yes/No/Why 

Examples 

Would it be disgusting to eat earthworms? Why? 
Would a disgusting trash can smell good? Why? 
Can a rectangle be a parallelogram? Why or why not? 

 

 
2. Completion Activity 

I was very persistent when (__________________). 
Things that can be confined are (____________________). 
I knew he was novice at skiing because (________________). 

 

 
3. Word Lines 

How surprised would you be if . . . a dog started heckling you? 
 a rabbit trudged through the garden? 
Least Surprised . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Most Surprised 

 

 
4. Sentence Substitution When the math test was over, Poloma was very happy. 

When the math test was over, Poloma was very . . .   (relieved). 
 

 
5. Meaningful Sentence Writing 

Students write a sentence answering who, what, when, where, why, how 
questions. 
 During the past week, what have you been urged to do? 
 Why would a teacher be impressed with one of her students? 

 

 Adapted from Western Regional Reading First Technical Assistance Center  
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Instructional Strategies for  

Deep Processing of Targeted Vocabulary Words 
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Instructional Strategies for Distributed  
Practice and Cumulative Review 

   
 

1.   Classifying with graphic organizer 

 

 

 

2.   Word pairs (relationship chart) 

 
 Same Opposite Go Together No Relation 

Hermit-odd   X  
Nomad-settler  X   
Protection-shell   X  
     

 

 

 National Reading Technical Assistance Center  
 
 
 
 

Instructional Strategies for Distributed  
Practice and Cumulative Review 

   
 

3.   Choice  
After teaching a group of vocabulary 
words, review using a “choice” activity 

If you felt relieved after a test, was the test probably easy or difficult? 
If an enemy gave you the answers before a test, would you believe the 
answers to be correct or incorrect? 
If the food was disgusting, would you ask for more or spit it out? 

 

 

4.   Concept word sort 

1. Students sort a list of related terms into categories. 
2. If a word fits more than one category, students select the best 

category and defend their selection. 
3. Students may create an “other” column for words that don‟t fit any 

category and an “unknown” column for words they don‟t know the 
meaning of. 

 

 
5.   Linear array 

1. Have students put a list of words in order to illustrate degree. (e.g., 
City-Neighborhood-Continent-World-State-Nation) 

2. Give students the beginning of a list. Have them add words to 
illustrate degree. (e.g., Tiny  ________  ________  ________ 

 

 
6.   Maintain vocabulary logs 

Record target word, student-friendly definition, sentence illustrating 
meaning, examples and nonexamples (or synonyms and antonyms), 
illustrations, update as knowledge about a word grows 

 

 National Reading Technical Assistance Center  
 

P/R 

weather

cold

windy wet

hot

nippyfrigid

snowy

freezing

turbulent

breezy

blustery

gusty

humid

sweltering
sizzling

sultry

miasmic

stormy

rainy

wet

P/R 
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Vocabulary Words for Incidental On-Purpose Instruction  
1. Carefully select and preteach 2–3 unknown, critical vocabulary words that students are likely to 

encounter in the future as well as key concepts from the story. 
2. Read story aloud while fast mapping other unknown, critical vocabulary by substituting a succinct, 

student-friendly synonym or brief phrase for the unknown word. 

 

 

 

 

Which words (2-3) will 
be pretaught using 
Extended Instruction?  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Which words will be 
fast mapped using 
Embedded Instruction?  
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Notes: 
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Building by Morphemes: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prefixes Roots Suffixes 

re- 

de- 

pro- 

sub-/sup-/sus- 

in-/im- 

ject 

spect 

port 

-able 

-ed 

-s 

-ing 
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MOST FREQUENT PREFIXES 

Prefix Meaning Key Word Origin 

anti- against antifreeze Latin 

de- opposite defrost Latin 

dis- * not, opposite of disagree Latin 

en-, em- cause to encode, embrace Latin 

fore- before forecast Latin 

in-, im- in infield Latin 

in-, im-, il-, ir- * not injustice, impossible Latin 

inter- between interact Latin 

mid- middle midway Latin 

mis- wrongly misfire Latin 

non- not nonsense Latin 

over- over overlook Anglo-Saxon 

pre- before prefix Latin 

re- * again return Latin 

semi- half semicircle Latin 

sub- under submarine Latin 

super- above superstar Latin 

trans- across transport Latin 

un- * not unfriendly Anglo-Saxon 

under-  under undersea Anglo-Saxon 

*Most frequent. The four most frequent prefixes account for 58 percent of prefixed words in printed 
academic English. 
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MOST FREQUENT SUFFIXES 

Suffix Meaning Key Word Origin 

-able, -ible can be done comfortable Latin 

-al, -ial having characteristics of personal Latin 

-ed * past-tense verb hopped Anglo-Saxon 

-en made of wooden Latin 

-er comparative higher Anglo-Saxon 

-er, -or one who worker, actor Anglo-Saxon 

-est comparative biggest Anglo-Saxon 

-ful full of careful Anglo-Saxon 

-ic having characteristics of linguistic Latin 

-ing * verb form/present participle running Anglo-Saxon 

-ion, -tion, -ation, 

-ition 
act, process occasion, attraction Latin 

-ity, -ty state of infinity Latin 

-ive, -ative, -itive adjective form of a noun plaintive Latin 

-less without fearless Anglo-Saxon 

-ly * characteristic of quickly Anglo-Saxon 

-ment action or process enjoyment Latin 

-ness state of, condition of kindness Anglo-Saxon 

-ous, -eous, -ious possessing the qualities of joyous Latin 

-s, -es * more than one books, boxes Anglo-Saxon 

-y characterized by happy Latin 

*Most frequent. The four most frequent suffixes account for 72 percent of suffixed words in printed academic 
English. 
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Common Greek and Latin Roots 
 

ROOT   MEANING   EXAMPLES 

act (l)   do    action, actor, react, transact, enact 

agri (l)   field    agriculture, agrarian, agronomy 

alt (l)   high    altitude, altimeter, alto 

alter (l)   other    alternate, alternative, altercation 

ambul (l)  walk, go   ambulance, amble, preamble 

ambi or amphi (l) both, around   ambidextrous, amphibian 

amo, ami (l)  love    amiable, amorous, amateur, amity 

ang (l)   bend    angle, triangle, quadrangle, angular 

anim (l)   life, spirit   animate, animosity, animal, inanimate 

ann, enn (l)  year    annual, biennial, anniversary, annuity 

anthr (g)  man    anthropology, philanthropist 

apt, ept (l)  suitable    aptitude, inept, adept, apt 

aqua (l)   water    aquarium, aquatic, aquamarine 

arch (g)   chief    monarch, archbishop, archenemy 

arch (g)   primitive, ancient  archaeology, archaic, archive 

art (l)   skill    artisan, artist, artificial, artifact 

ast (g)   star    astronaut, astronomy, disaster, asterisk 

aud (l)   hear    audience, auditorium audiovisual, audible 

auto (g)   self    automatic, autobiography 

belli (l)   war    bellicose, antebellum, belligerent, rebellion 

ben (l)   good    benevolent, beneficial, benediction 

biblio (g)  book    bibliography, Bible 

bio (g)   life    biology, biography, biochemistry, biopsy 
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brev (l)   short    abbreviation, brevity 

cam (l)   field    camp, campus, campaign 

cand (l)   glow, white   candle, candidate, incandescent 

cap (l)   head    cap, captain, capital, decapitate 

cede, ceed (l)  go, yield   proceed, exceed, succeed, concede 

ceive, cept (l)  take, receive   receive, reception, accept, conception 

centr (l)   center    central, centrifugal, egocentric, eccentric 

cert (l)   sure    certain, certify, ascertain, certificate 

cess (l)   go, yield   process, recess, access, cessation 

chron (g)  time    chronological, synchronize, chronicle 

cide, cise (l)  cut, kill    suicide, scissors, incision, insecticide 

cip (l)   take, receive   recipient, incipient, participate, recipe 

circ (l)   around, circle   circulation, circumvent 

claim (l)  shout    proclaim, exclaim, acclaim, clamor 

clar (l)   clear    clarity, declare, clarify, declaration 

cline (l)   lean    incline, recline, decline, inclination 

clud (l)   shut    include, conclude, exclude, seclude 

cogn (l)   know    recognize, cognition, incognito 

commum (l)  common   community, communicate, communism 

cord (l)   heart    cordial, accord, concord, discord 

corp (l)   body    corporation, corpus, corpse, corps 

cosm (g)  universe   cosmos, cosmopolitan, microcosm 

cred (l)   believe    credible, incredible, credo 

crat (g)   rule    democrat, aristocrat, bureaucracy 

cred (l)   believe    credit, discredit, incredible 

cur (l)   care    cure, manicure, curable 
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cur (l)   run    current, occur, excursion 

cycl (g)   circle, ring   bicycle, cycle, encyclopedia 

dem (g)   people    democrat, epidemic, demography 

dent (l)   tooth    dentist, trident, indent 

dic ( l)   speak    dictate, predict, verdict, contradict 

div (l)   divide    divide, divorce, dividend 

doc (l)   teach    doctrine, document, doctor 

don, donat (l)  give    donation, donor, pardon, donate 

duc (l)   lead    duct, conduct, educate, induct 

fac (l)   make, do   factory, benefactor, facsimile 

fer (l)   bear, carry   transfer, ferry, infer, refer 

fic (l)   make, do   efficient, proficient, sufficient 

fid (l)   faith    fidelity, confidence, bona fide 

fig (l)   form    figure, configuration, disfigure 

flect (l)   bend    reflect, reflection, deflect 

flex (l)   bend    reflex, flexible 

form (l)   shape    form, uniform, transform, reform 

fract (l)   break    fracture, fraction 

frag (l)   break    fragment, fragile 

frater (l)  brother    fraternal, fraternity, fratricide 

fric (l)   rub    friction, dentifrice 

fug (l)   flee    fugitive, refugee, centrifugal, refuge 

function (l)  perform    function, malfunction, dysfunctional 

gam (g)   marriage   polygamy, monogamy, bigamy 

gen (g)   birth, race   generation, genocide, genealogy 

geo (g)   earth    geography, geometry, geology 
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gon (g)   angle    pentagon, octagon, diagonal 

grad (l)   step, stage   grade, gradual, graduation 

gram (g)  letter, written   telegram, diagram, grammar 

graph (g)  write    telegraph, photograph, autograph 

grat (l)   pleasing   gratitude, congratulate, ungrateful 

greg (l)   gather     gregarious, congregation, segregation 

hab, hib (l)  hold    habit, habitat, prohibit, exhibit 

hosp, host (l)  host    hostess, hospital, hospitality 

hydr (g)   water    hydrogen, hydrant, hydrate 

iatr (g)   medical care   psychiatry, pediatrician, geriatrics 

imag (l)   likeness    image, imagine, imaginative, imagery 

init (l)   beginning   initial, initiate, initiative 

integ (l)   whole    integrate, integral, integrity, integer 

ject (l)   throw    project, inject 

junct (l)   join    juncture, conjunction, adjunct 

jud (l)   law    judge, judicial, judicious 

jur (l)   law    jurisdiction, jury 

just (l)   law    justice, just, justify 

kine, cine (g)  movement   kinetic, kinesthetic, cinema 

lab (l)   work    labor, laboratory, collaborate, elaborate 

laps (l)   slip    elapse, collapse, relapse 

lat (l)   carry    translate, relate, collate 

lat (l)   side    lateral, bilateral, unilateral 

liber (l)   free    liberty, liberal, liberate 

loc (1)   place    location, locate, dislocate, allocate 

log (g)   word    prologue, apology, dialogue, eulogy 
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luc (l)   light    lucid, elucidate, translucent 

lud (l)   play    ludicrous, interlude, elude 

lum (l)   light    luminous, illuminate, luminescent 

luna (l)   moon    lunar, lunatic 

lus (l)   play    illusion, illusive 

lust (l)   shine    luster, illustrate, lackluster, illustrious 

lys (g)   break down   analysis, paralysis, catalyst, electrolysis 

man (l)   hand    manual, manufacture, manuscript, manipulate 

mand (l)  order    command, demand, mandate 

mania (g)  madness   maniac, pyromania, kleptomania 

mar (l)   sea    marine, maritime, submarine, mariner 

mater (l)  mother    maternal, maternity 

matr (l)   mother    matricide, matrimony, matron, matrix 

max (l)   greatest    maximum, maximize 

mech (g)  machine   mechanic, mechanism, mechanize 

mem (l)   mindful of   memory, remember, memorial, commemorate 

ment (l)   mind    mental, mention, demented 

merge (l)  dip    submerge, emerge, merge, merger 

mers (l)   dip    immerse, submerse 

meter (g)  measure   thermometer, centimeter, diameter 

migr (l)   change, move   migrate, immigrant, emigrate, migratory 

mim (l)   same    mime, mimic, pantomime 

min (l)   small, less   minute, mini, minor, minus, minimize 

minist (l)  serve    minister, administer, administration 

miss (l)   send    missile, dismiss, mission, remiss 

mit (l)   send    submit, remit, admit, transmit 
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mob (l)   move    automobile, mobile, mobilize, mobility 

mon (l)   advise    admonish, premonition, admonition, monitor 

morph (g)  shape    metamorphosis, amorphous, anthropomorphic 

mort (l)   death    mortician, mortuary, mortal, immortal 

mot (l)   move    motion, motor, promote, demote 

mov (l)   move    remove, movement, unmoved 

mut (l)   change, interchange  mutation, mutual, commute 

narr (l)   tell    narrate, narrative, narrator 

nat (1)   born    native, nation, nativity 

nav (l)   ship    navy, naval, navigate 

neg (l)   no    negation, negative, renege 

neo (g)   new    neoclassic, neon, neonatal 

not (l)   mark    notation, notable, denote, notice 

nun, noun (l)  declare    announce, pronounce, denounce 

nov (l)   new    novel, novelty, novice, innovate 

numer (l)  number    numeral, enumerate, numerous 

ocu (l)   eye    oculist, binocular 

onym (g)  name    synonym, antonym, pseudonym 

opt (g)   eye    optician, optometrist, optic, optical 

ord (l)   row    order, ordinary, extraordinary 

orig (l)   beginning   origin, original, originate 

ortho (g)  straight, right   orthodontist, orthodox, orthopedist 

pater (l)   father    paternity, paternal, patriarch 

path (g)   feeling, suffer   pathology, sympathy, empathy 

ped (g)   child    pediatrician, encyclopedia, pedagogical 

ped (l)   foot    pedal, pedestrian, biped, pedestal 
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pel (l)   drive    compel, propel, expel, repel 

pend (l)   hang    pendulum, suspend, append, appendix 

pens (l)   weigh    pensive, pension, compensate 

phil (g)   love    philosophy, philanthropist, philharmonic 

phob (g)  fear    claustrophobia, acrophobia 

phon(g)   sound    phonograph, symphony, telephone, phonics 

photo (g)  light    photograph, telephoto, photosynthesis 

phys (g)  nature    physical, physique, metaphysical, physician 

plex (l)   fold    complex, duplex, plexiglass, perplex 

plic (l)   fold    complicated, multiplication, duplicate 

plur (l)   more    plural, plurality, pluralism 

pod (g)   foot    podiatrist, podium, tripod 

poli (g)   city    metropolis, cosmopolitan, police, political 

pon (l)   place    opponent, exponent, proponent, postpone 

pop (l)   people    population, popular, pop, populace 

port (l)   carry    portable, transport, import, porter 

pos (l)   place    position, compose, deposit, composite 

psych (g)  mind, soul   psychology, psyche, psychiatrist 

pug (l)   fight    pugnacious, pugilist, repugnant 

pul (l)   urge    compulsory, expulsion, compulsion, repulse 

put (l)   think    computer, reputation, deputy, disrepute 

quer, quir (l)  ask, seek   query, inquiry 

ques (l)   ask, seek   question, inquest, request, quest 

rad (l)   ray, spoke   radius, radio, radiology, radium 

ras (l)   scrape    erase, abrasive, rasp, razor 

rect (l)   straight    erect, rectangle, rectify, direction, correct 
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reg (l)   guide, rule   regal, reign, regulate, regime, regent 

retro (l)   back    retroactive 

rid (l)   laugh    ridiculous, deride, ridicule, derisive 

rupt (l)   break    erupt, interrupt, abrupt, rupture, bankrupt 

san (l)   health    sanitary, sanitarium, sane, insanity 

scend (l)  climb    ascend, descend, descendent, transcend 

sci (l)   know    science, conscience, conscious, scientific 

scop (g)   see    microscope, telescope, periscope 

scribe (l)  write    scribe, inscribe, describe, prescribe 

script (l)  write    script, transcript, scripture 

sect (l)   cut    section, dissect, intersect, sect 

sed (l)   settle    sedative, sediment, sedentary, sedate 

sens (l)   feel    sensation, sense, sensitive, sensible, sensory 

sent (l)   feel    consent, sentimental, dissent, assent 

serv (l)   save, keep   conserve, preserve, reserve, reservoir 

serv (l)   serve    serve, servant, service, servile 

sign (l)   mark    signature, signal, significant, insignia 

sim (l)   like    similar, simultaneous, simulate, simile 

sist (l)   stand    consist, resist, subsist, assist 

sol (l)   alone    solo, solitary, desolate, soliloquy 

solv (l)   loosen    dissolve, solve, solvent, resolve 

son (l)   sound    sonar, sonata, sonnet, unison, sonorous 

soph (g)  wise    philosopher, sophomore, sophisticated 

spec (l)   see    inspect, suspect, respect, spectator, spectacle 

spir (l)   breathe    respiration, inspire, spirit, perspire 

sta (l)   stand    station, status, stagnant, statue, stationary 
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stell (l)   star    stellar, constellation 

stimu (l)  goad    stimulate, stimulus, stimulant 

strict (l)   draw tight   strict, restrict, constrict, stricture 

struct (l)  build    structure, construct, instruct, destruction 

sum (l)   highest    summit, summary, sum, summons 

surg (l)   rise    surge, insurgent, resurgent 

surr (l)   rise    resurrect, insurrection, resurrection 

tact (l)   touch    tactile, intact, contact, tact 

tain (l)   hold    retain, contain, detain, attain 

tang(l)   touch    tangible, tangent, intangible 

ten (l)   hold    tenacious, tenure, tenant, retentive 

ten (l)   stretch    tendon, tendency, tension, tent, tense 

term (l)   end    terminal, determine, exterminate 

terr (l)   land    territory, terrain, terrestrial, terrace 

tex (l)   weave    text, texture, textile, context 

the (g)   god    theology, monotheism, polytheism, atheism 

therm (g)  heat    thermometer, thermal, thermostat, thermos 

tort (l)   twist    torture, contort, retort, tort 

tract (l)   pull, drag   tractor, attract, subtract, traction  

trib (l)   give    contribute, tribute, tributary, attribute 

trud (l)   push    intrude, protrude, intruder 

trus (l)   push    intrusive, obtrusive 

turb (l)   confusion   disturb, turbulent, perturb, turbine 

urb (l)   city    urban, suburb, urbane, suburban 

vac (l)   empty    vacant, vacation, vacuum, evacuate 

vag (l)   wander     vagrant, vague, vagabond, vagary 
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var (l)   different   vary, invariable, variant, variety 

ven (l)   come    convene, convention, advent, invent, venue 

ver (l)   truth    verdict, verify, veracity 

ver (l)   turn    convert, reverse, versatile, introvert 

vict (l)   conquer    victory, victim, conviction 

vid (l)   see    video, evidence, provide, providence 

vinc (l)   conquer    convince, invincible 

voc (l)   voice    vocal, advocate, convocation 

void (l)   empty    devoid, avoid, void, voided 

vol (l)   wish, will   volition, volunteer, voluntary, benevolent 

volv (l)   roll    revolve, involve, evolve, revolution  

vor (l)   eat    carnivorous, voracious, herbivorous 
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Word Matrix 

 

 

 

 

  
 
help 

  

   

   

Corresponding Word Sums 
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Food Chains 

 

An ecosystem is like a habitat where an organism lives, but it includes many habitats plus the nonliving systems 
that support them. In an ecosystem, each living thing depends on other living and nonliving things for survival. 

In a forest ecosystem, living things depend on one another. Many living things depend on trees for shelter and 
food. You can almost certainly find bugs on any tree. Woodpeckers can find them too! 

If you dig down into the soil or scrape away some tree bark, you will discover all sorts of other critters in the 
forest ecosystem, such as worms, beetles, and ants. 

You might not see all those insects and other little critters when you look around the forest, but they are there! 
You can find them under leaves, rocks, and fallen trees. Mostly, their world is underground and out of sight, 
unless you are willing to get dirty digging for them! 

What are all those bugs doing there? They are doing what all living things do: surviving. To survive, living things 
need food. The nutrients in food provide energy for the body. Without energy, the body stops. It’s that simple! 
What else are bugs and other living things doing besides eating? They are doing whatever it is they need to do 
in order to produce young. Plants make seeds. Mammals, such as squirrels and deer, give birth to live babies. 
Bugs and birds lay eggs. 

Spiders make egg sacs like the one in this image. When the sac opens, hundreds of tiny baby spiders will run 
out. Most of them will be eaten by other bugs. Those that survive will grow to be hunters like their parents. 

Living things also must develop ways to protect themselves from other things in the ecosystem. Squirrels build 
their nests high in trees, away from predators. Worms dig down into the soil. Snails and turtles have shells to 
protect them. 

Unfortunately for squirrels, worms, snails, and turtles, these defenses do not always work. The predators that 
hunt and eat other animals for a living have sharp teeth and claws for catching their prey. 

There are ecosystems in many places. Each ecosystem has its own food chain. Look at the image of the wolf, 
the deer, and the acorn. This is a very simple way to think of the food chain. Smaller animals are eaten by 
slightly larger animals. But this image only represents a small part of a real food chain. Most food chains also 
include plants. They also include bacteria and other tiny, microscopic organisms. 

Plants and smaller animals are usually near the bottom of the food chain. At the top of the food chain, you will 
find beasts like grizzly bears, lions, blue whales, or great white sharks. These animals are too big to be hunted by 
anything else. A lion or shark is called an apex predator because it is at the top of the food chain. 
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TYPES OF HELPFUL CONTEXT CLUES 
 

 

Definition The author provides a direct definition of an 

unfamiliar word, right in the sentence. 

• SIGNAL WORDS: is, are, means, refers to 

A conga is a barrel-shaped drum. 

Appositive Definition A type of definition clue. An appositive is a 

word or phrase that defines or explains an 

unfamiliar word that comes before it. 

•SIGNAL WORD or 

• SIGNAL PUNCTUATION: set off by commas 

At night you can see constellations, 

or groups of stars, in the sky. 

Synonym The author uses another word or phrase that 

is similar in meaning, or can be compared, to 

an unfamiliar word. 

• SIGNAL WORDS: also, as, identical, like, likewise, 

resembling, same, similarly, too 

My dog Buck travels everywhere with 

me. My friend's canine buddy travels 

everywhere with him, too. 

Antonym The author uses another word or phrase that 

means about the opposite of, or is in contrast 

with, an unfamiliar word. 

• SIGNAL WORDS: but, however, in contrast, instead 

of, on the other hand, though, unlike 

I thought the movie would be weird, but 

it turned out to be totally 
 mundane. 

Example The author provides several words or ideas that 

are examples of an unfamiliar word. 

• SIGNAL WORDS: (or example, for instance, 

including, like, such as 

In science we are studying marine 

mammals such as whales, dolphins, and 

porpoises. 

General The author provides some nonspecific clues to 

the meaning of an unfamiliar word, often 

spread over several sentences. 

Einstein rode his bike everywhere. He 

thought driving a car was way too 

complicated. 
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Helpful Context Clues 

1. Direct definition  

2. Appositive definition 

3. Synonym 

4. Antonym 

5. Example 

 

_____ In science we were studying marine mammals such as whales, dolphins, and porpoises. 

_____ Diane was lethargic; she didn't have the energy to get out of bed. 

_____ Bill felt remorse, or shame, for his harsh words. 

_____ It was a frigid winter night; even the lake was frozen solid. 

_____ At night you can see constellations, or groups of stars, in the sky. 

_____ A miser is a person who is a real cheapskate and does not want to spend any money. 

_____ Mark is gregarious, unlike his brother who is quiet and shy. 

_____ The ancient Chinese used the abacus, a device with movable beads and used as a calculator. 
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